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Councilor Herrera rose on privilege to inform the Body of the clamor of the constituents of Soldiers' Hill, Queen's Row, Gawaran, Molino, Bayanan, Mambog and San Nicolas for the establishment of their area of any bank to serve the banking needs of the people in these communities. The Body was in total agreement about the necessity, more particularly because of the presently obtaining upsurge of crimes against persons and property throughout the land. The apprehension, however, centered on which institution to approach with the request since the matter is primarily reliant on the economics of viability in so far as the responding bank is concerned. Councilor Herrera therefore told the Body that anticipating probability, he had intimated to some friends-members of the board and management of the Rural Bank of Imus if they would consider putting up an extension office in the afore-mentioned area and consequently got an encouraging reply. He added, however, that he would need the council's resolution to the effect so as to give official cognizance to whatever actions he would take to realize the end being sought.

Wherefore, the council, after further deliberation on the subject and finding the reasons advanced therefor to be in the public interest, on motion of SB Member Subion unanimously seconded by the entire Body, agreed to adopt the following resolution, viz:

RESOLUTION NO. 92-18

A RESOLUTION REQUESTING THE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD AND MANAGEMENT OF THE RURAL BANK OF IMUS TO PUT UP A BRANCH/EXTENSION OFFICE ANYWHERE FEASIBLE IN SOLDIERS' HILL, QUEEN'S ROW, Gawaran, Molino, Bayanan, Mambog and San Nicolas to service the banking needs of the people in those areas.

I hereby certify to the correctness of the foregoing resolution.

AGUSTO O. OCAMPO
Acting Secretary to the Sanggunian

ATTESTED:

[Signature]